Modeling of cancer photothermal therapy using near-infrared radiation and functionalized graphene nanosheets.
Photothermal therapy using near-infrared radiation and local heating agents can induce selective tumor ablation with limited harm to the surrounding normal tissue. Graphene sheets are promising local heating agents because of their strong absorbance of near-infrared radiation. Experimental studies have been conducted to study the heating effect of graphene in photothermal therapy, yet few efforts have been devoted to the quantitative understanding of energy conversion and transport in such systems. Herein, a computational study of cancer photothermal therapy using near-infrared radiation and graphene is presented using a Monte Carlo approach. A three-dimensional model was built with a cancer cell inside a cube of healthy tissue. Functionalized graphene nanosheets were randomly distributed on the surface of the cancer cell. The effects of the concentration and morphology of the graphene nanosheets on the thermal behavior of the system were quantitatively investigated. The interfacial thermal resistance around the graphene sheets, which affects the transfer of heat in the nanoscale, was also varied to probe its effect on the temperature increase of the cancer cell and the healthy tissue. The results of this study could guide researchers to optimize photothermal therapy with graphene, while the modeling approach has the potential to be applied for investigating alternative treatment plans.